Answering cluster investigation requests: the value of simple simulations and statistical tools.
Cluster investigations remain an important public health issue as the number of reported clusters and public concern increase. This study shows how statistical considerations and a simulation tool may be helpful in providing communities with proper answers to the questions usually raised in such situations: How surprising is an observed childhood cancer excess? What could be learned from a statistical test? What could be learned from a case-control study? Using real demographic and incidence-rate data together with simulations based on the hypothesis that incidence rates are homogeneous, the probabilities of observing given situations were estimated. A number of real situations have been used as examples. The results of the simulation study showed, in detail, that no reliable information on the reality of an observed excess could be obtained a posteriori from a statistical test. A cluster of the same size may or may not be surprising, depending on the spatial area and time window to which the cases are related (i.e., the expected number of cases), and depending on the size of the referential territory to which this area is associated. The lack of power of a case-control study if no particular unusual exposure is present is also addressed. The approach described in this paper can easily be reproduced and adapted to many situations. It may be of assistance to health departments conducting cluster investigations and communicating with the public.